
PBM Action Toolkit

It is essential that pharmacists across California use their voices to educate lawmakers about
the dramatic impacts and consequences of Pharmacy Benefit Managers (PBMs). Below are
some easy actions you can take to amplify our efforts here in Sacramento.

HOW YOU CAN MAKE AN IMPACT

Questions?  Please email nchiappe@cpha.com.

ENGAGE WITH @CAPHARM ON TWITTER

The easiest way to support the CPhA team with its efforts to hold PBMs accountable is to engage with
@CAPharm tweets. Here’s how:

FOLLOW @CAPharm on Twitter and get new content and updates on PBMs
RETWEET or LIKE @CAPharm PBM tweets to spread our reach
QUOTE TWEET @CAPharm PBM tweets with your own comments about how PBMs negatively impact
your pharmacy and patients

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR PBM NEWSLETTER

Get the latest news and information about our fight to hold PBMs accountable by subscribing to our
weekly PBM newsletter. Go to bit.ly/PBMnewsletter to sign up today.

SHARE YOUR PBM HORROR STORIES

Part of CPhA's public relations effort to outline the negative impacts that PBMs have on the viability of
community pharmacies is through personal impact stories. If you are willing to share your written story,
please email Nick Chiappe at nchiappe@cpha.com. If you are willing to share your personal testimony by
video, please email Nick and he will add your name to the list of interview candidates.

CONTRIBUTE TO THE CPAG FUND

Keep our efforts going by contributing to our CPAG Fund. Go to bit.ly/donateCPAG to donate online.

TWEET TIPS

Here are some helpful pointers in creating your own tweets:
Use #caleg and #RxFairness in all your tweets – this will help your tweet get exposure among
lawmakers and will allow us to see your tweet
Always be respectful – never tweet anything you wouldn’t say directly to a lawmaker
Explain how PBMs are impacting your pharmacy – lawmakers want to hear about how these rules are
impacting their constituents 
Be professional – use proper grammar and never use all caps


